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VOLVO 144

CONTINENTAL SERVICE DATA No. 29/CSD

Manufacturers : AB Volvo, Gothenburg, Sweden
UK Concessionaires : Volvo Concessionaires, Ltd., .P.O. Box i, Tower Ramparts, Ipswich, Suffolk

WO versions of the 144 model were
introduced recently in March of this
year, and they are designated the 144
and 144S. Both vehicles are similar in design
and construction and the differences are associated with the uprating of the engine in the
" S " model. Power output of the 144 car
is quoted as 85bhp at an engine speed of
5,000rpm and that of the " S " model 115bhp
at an engine speed of 6,000rpm.
For the purposes of this article, the 144
model alone is dealt with and for all practical purposes the servicing procedures outlined here are identical with those required
for the " S " car.
Arrangement of the mechanical components
is entirely orthodox. The front-mounted four
cylindered engine drives the four-speed all
synchromesh gearbox through a single dry
plate diaphragm spring clutch, and the drive
is taken via an open propeller shaft to the
hypoid reduction gear contained within the
semi-floating rear axle. There are .two forms
of gearbox, one which is designated M40
without overdrive and one designated M41,
which is, in effect, an M40 unit with overdrive. Suspension is coil spring all-round
and the arrangement at the front uses wishbone links and co-axially mounted telescopic
hydraulic shock absorbers. A similar type of
suspension medium is used for the rear of
the car, with the exception that since the
axle is a live one, it is located by a Panhard
rod.
Service policy with regard to these models
is similar to that of all Volvo models in the
range, and indeed to that of foreign-made
vehicles on the U.K, market in that parts are
obtainable on an immediately replaceable
basis from Volvo Concessionaires Ltd., at
their Ipswich headquarters.
Service is
handled through the network of Volvo distributors to whom all such matters should be
addressed. All these distributors are fully
equipped and staffed to perform any repair
operation which may be necessary to any
Volvo vehicle in the range.
Vehicles are identified
by chassis and
engine numbers. These are stamped on the
driver's door pillar. Engine numbers are
stamped on the left-hand side of the cylinder
block. All these numbers should be quoted
in correspondence with the Concessionaires,
or their local distributors, or when ordering
spare parts.
Major unit removal, brief notes:
Engine: may be removed with, or without
gearbox.
Gearbox: may be taken out separately, or
parted from engine after complete engine/
gearbox removal.
Clutch: access to clutch unit obtained after
removal of engine, or gearbox.
Brakes: no special tools or pullers required
for access to pads, etc.

Dimensioned views showing measurements in English and Metric equivalents
I NSTRUMENTS, CONTROLS AND GEAR POSITIONS
1. Direction
indicator/dip
switch!
headlight signaller
2. Ignition
switch/steering
wheel
lock
3. Bonnet release
4. Ventilators
5. Ash tray
6. Heater/ventilators control
7. Cigar lighter
8. Fan

9. Speedometer
1o. Fuel gauge
11. Temperature gauge
12. Ignition warning light
13. Directional
indicators
warning
light
14. Handbrake warning light
15. Main beam warning light
16. Oil pressure warning light

17. Lighting switch
18. Choke
19. Windscreen
wiper
control
20. Accelerator
21. Brake pedal
22. Clutch pedal
23. Handbrake
24. Gearlever

Inset shows siting of steering column controls and gear lever positions,

and

washer

Above shows the sealed cooling system in diagrammatic form. The purpose of the expansion tank is
to prevent air from circulating with the coolant,
thus causing corrosion in the system.
Extra
volume for coolant expansion is provided for by the
inclusion o f an expansion tank in the circuit. Air
in the upper tank of the radiator is gradually
separated and conveyed to the expansion tank by
alterations in volume which occur as the coolant
temperature and engine speed vary.
1. Drain plug
2. Radiator
3. Expansion tank

4. Thermostat
5. Heater
6. Drain cock
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Safety belt release mechanisms are arrowed

The bonnet release lever (left) is indicated by the
arrow. Shown on the right is the safety release
catch

Siting of cylinder block draining point
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Electrical system is protected by fuses in
a compartment under the instrument
panel. Be sure to replace fuses with those
of same rating. If fuses should blow
repeatedly, do not fit a more powerful fuse
but take the vehicle to an authorised Volvo
dealer. Back of the fuse compartment
cover has room for numbers of spare
fuses.
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